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Executive Summary 
With organizational competitiveness, sustainability and cost managemen
visibility in the executive suite, profitability management is something that 
can take for granted. The good news is that improved business processes,
optimized technology, can help many companies significantly improve t
takes a level of commitment and some in

t having higher 
no company 
 powered by 

heir profitability. It 
vestment to realize the benefits, but if done right, 

 can best take 

y, competition 
 resource costs 

ns and earnings per 
 innovate in the areas of cost control and accounting, and 

rations. Effective 
ofitability 

rate way of 
anage profitability. Now a new generation of analytical tools, 

alysis, provide an 
s deep analysis of a 

n of key customers 
and increased customer satisfaction. 

Companies that can best optimize profitability on a near real-time basis and regularly 
assess their effectiveness with specific products, customers and regions will have an 
advantage that will help improve both their competitiveness and shareholder value. 

 

 

the result can easily justify the cost. This paper looks at how a business
advantage of new trends and tools for profitability. 

While great productivity gains have been realized with modern technolog
continually puts downward pressure on prices and profit, while labor and
continually increase. In order to remain profitable and improve margi
share, companies have had to
then use the information derived from analysis to refocus business ope
companies have found ways to reduce the time intervals for this type of pr
analysis from weeks to days to hours.  

Activity based costing (ABC) techniques introduced a new and more accu
allocating costs in order to m
combined with ABC and even newer modes of cost accounting and an
opportunity for organizations to achieve a new level of profit focus. Thi
business often yields important side benefits as well, such as retentio
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History 
Since the Industrial Revolution, the quest for increased productivity and pro
non-stop. Productivity gains, driven by automation, process improvement a
have been dramatic and have provided an upward pull on the bottom line
profitability can be elusive even a

fit has been 
nd technology, 

. However, 
s productivity improves. The “problem” in a free market 

while labor 

ficient to 
uncover the true drags on profitability. It has been estimated that, on average, 20% of a 

 their higher 

anies 
 use the 

 based costing 
rder to manage 

anks to a new generation of analytical tools combined with ABC and 

n best figure 
ketplace and 

nce 
alytics. BPM 

 For these 
Phase IV project.   

er, PAO may be a 
r improve the bottom line. Some industries have adopted PAO 

more than others. The manufacturing sector, for example, had many early adopters as a 
natural enhancement to ABC costing, and PAO is steadily gaining traction in the financial 
services, insurance, healthcare, telecom and pharmaceutical industries, among others. 
Depending on the industry, PAO may currently be a luxury or a competitive necessity. 
Longer term, as more players in each industry adopt PAO methodologies, it likely will 
become more critical for survival. 

is that competition continually puts downward pressure on prices and profit, 
and resource costs continually increase. 

Coupled with this is the fact that standard cost analysis methodologies are not suf

company’s customers are likely to be unprofitable to the company due to
consumption of resources. 

In order to remain profitable and improve margins and earnings per share, comp
have had to innovate in the areas of cost control and accounting, and then
information derived from analysis to refocus business operations. Activity
(ABC) introduced a new and more accurate way of allocating costs in o
profitability. Now, th
even newer modes of cost accounting and analysis, there is an opportunity for 
organizations to achieve a new level of profit focus. The companies that ca
out how to optimize profitability are the ones that can survive in the mar
return shareholder value. 

Many companies are still focused on implementing basic business performa
management (BPM) controls. This is often a great first step for improved an
handles the big picture and generally provides a quicker bang for the buck.
companies, profitability analysis and optimization (PAO) is a Phase III or 

For companies with a satisfactory BPM system already in place, howev
golden opportunity to furthe
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Business Problem 
Businesses are looking for ways to gain insight into their operations so th
profits. The core of the problem is that using only gross margin to measu
like trying to u

ey can optimize 
re profitability is 

nderstand molecular structure by looking through a magnifying glass. You 

ent to enable 
 with a profit focus are increasingly using an activity 

 of companies 

ctor. A 
gement 
ces market. In a 

survey, customers named profitability analysis and optimization as 
the single most important business capability in a performance management solution. In 
the graph below, companies rated the importance of different business capabilities on a 
scale of 1 to 5. 

 

BPM Partners 2008 BPM Pulse Survey – Market Trends 

 

just can’t see what you need to see using only that tool, so your ability to make correct 
decisions is limited. 

It is now widely recognized that gross margin is too broad a measurem
decision-making, and companies
based costing approach. The 2008 BPM Pulse Survey found that 23%
surveyed were using some form of ABC.  

Businesses now recognize profitability analysis as a key business success fa
recent IDC market forecast (March 2008) estimates that profitability mana
represents 20% of the total performance management software and servi
recent BPM Partners 
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Activity Based Costing (ABC) 
Countless books and articles have been written about activity based costin
review it here briefly as background for the larger discussion of performa
and analysis. ABC provides highly granular raw transactional data that, w
multi-dimensional analysis application, can yield deep insight and unprec
opportunities for optimizing profitability. Introduced in 1987 by Robert Kapla
gave us balanced scorecards, ABC seeks to assign costs at the busin
Why? Becaus

g. We will 
nce optimization 
hen fed into a 
edented 

n, who later 
ess activity level. 

e, unlike margins, activities can be managed, so by shining a light on which 
ctions to 

 simple example, first looking at it from a gross margin point of view. Let’s say 
you have two prod ct A and Product uct A is simple – easier to 
manufacture and to use. Product B is o  manufacture and use, but sells for 
a higher price. 

activities are generating the most cost, you can make decisions and take a
improve margins. 

Let’s take a
ucts, Produ B. Prod

 more c mplex to

 Prod A Prod B 
 Simple Complex 
Price  $          35   $       46  

        1,000          250  

Looking at the total P&L for the two prod d, you see that you have a Gross 
Margin of 17.58% (s  A for a iled breakout): 

Overall P&L View

Volume 

ucts combine
ee Appendix  more deta

  
 Materials     15,000  
r     16,250  
ct Costs       7,075  

.58% 

er-priced 
. A traditional 
 revenue, 

roduct B having 
pproach would 

For example, suppose you look at the manufacturing process and are able to capture data 
on the labor required for manufacturing Product A vs. Product B, and find that B requires 
significantly more man hours per unit. Next, looking at support costs using data from your 
CRM call center, you find that Product B is also using a higher proportion of your 
customer support resources on a per unit basis. Using these cost drivers, you are able to 
establish profitability by product. You might then have more detailed costs that look like 
this: 

Raw
o

 $
Lab  $
Indire  $
Total COGS  $    38,325  
  
Sales  $    46,500  
Total COGS  $    38,325  
Gross Profit  $      8,175  
Gross Margin 17

You want to get to a 20% gross margin. How do you do it? Sell more of high
Product B? Clearly, this data does not give you any actionable information
product costing approach, where cost per unit is simply allocated based on
would have both products show up as profitable, with the more complex P
a higher margin than Product A (see Appendix A). Alternatively, an ABC a
provide richer data that would allow you to make effective decisions.   
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Profitability by  
Product Unit Pr Product B 

S
oduct A 

 imple Complex 
$ $46.00 

aterials $1 $12.00 
$1 $25.00 

ort Costs $ $8.50 
ndirect Costs $2 $2.00 

Gross Profit $8.55 $(1.50) 

roduct B. So clearly the road to 
alid business 

k and have 
data from which to make decisions. What actions could you now take? 

anges could 

support costs. 

ed product, which 
r least profitable. You may want to 

nue-driven. 

timize product 

ility analyses 
mer, and channel –

ility.  

sible level of granularity, such as at the 
el and seen in 

ch activity involved in 
 now sits at the 

, customer and 
o can be 

sion or intersection of dimensions. 

In actuality, most ABC implementations employ a hybrid model that makes use of the best 
available data. The level of costing detail will depend on the schema of your data 
warehouse and what level of granularity is available. One factor to consider is what 
pain/cost is involved in capturing or allocating costs. Different activities may have different 
types of data available – some system-based and some not – and so may require different 
methods of allocating costs. 

Price 35.00 
Raw M 2.00 
Labor 0.00 
Supp 2.45 
Other I .00 

Gross Margin 24% -3% 

 

Now you can see that you are actually losing money on P
higher margins is not to sell more of Product B. Maybe there are other v
reasons to continue to market Product B, but at least you know where to loo

1) Perhaps some manufacturing process improvements or design ch
trim some cost from Product B. 

2) A usability enhancement or better documentation could reduce 

3) Maybe you do not want your sales force pushing the higher-pric
would be their natural tendency, when it’s you
change their incentives to be profit-focused rather than just reve

This is one very simple example of ABC methodology being applied to op
profitability. In a real ABC environment you might be pulling cost driver data from many 
other sources besides production and support, as we will discuss. 

The process of applying ABC can also provide the basis for other profitab
such as by customer and channel. These three areas – product, custo
are probably the most popular and promising in terms of managing profitab

Ideally you want to capture data at the lowest pos
transaction or sales order level, so that costs can be assigned at a base lev
the context of each dimension tracked. ABC looks at the cost of ea
the deal and attaches those costs to the deal revenue. The cost data
intersection of all the dimensions being tracked – product and product type
customer segment, sales channel, sales region, account, and so on – and s
analyzed along any dimen
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A similar example could be to analyze customer profitability in a financia
environment. In a service business, the costs of servicing an account can va
from one customer to another, impacting customer profitability. Also, it can 
for a financial services company to accurately allocate infrastructure costs a
customers, products, and channels. A top-down, parameter-driven allocat
of being highly inaccurate. If you can begin to

l services 
ry greatly 

be a challenge 
cross 

ion runs the risk 
 understand your customers, you can design 

additional products to most effectively meet their needs. You can set sales targets more 
, and customer segment.  

 information for 
 benefits of 

ely about controlling costs. When you add the multi-
siness insight for 

d other key 

nt to assign 
ve retention where it will have the biggest bottom-line 

impact. Or you may find that your best customers prefer a certain product, so you could 
bility by providing other similar 

dig down and look at, 

any 
ult to handle the 

bility Management Solutions,” 

g captured or, 
Furthermore, 

lated into a useful 
alysis is essentially 

r than a consistent, systemic one. 

So what data is needed to feed the ABC process? Activity cost data can come from a host 
of different systems, which will vary by industry – process control, call center, human 
resources, marketing campaign management, sales management, even the weather (for 
effect on crop yields or insurance claims, for example). This data needs to be captured 
and made available in the data warehouse, and the PAO system needs to be able to 
access and manage this diverse data. 

accurately by product, region

Better Business Decisions 
The Product A/B example demonstrates how basic ABC can provide better
purposes of performing analysis and making decisions. But the business
profitability analysis are not mer
dimensional analysis layer, profitability analysis can provide strategic bu
optimized revenue, customer satisfaction, resource utilization efficiency, an
metrics, in addition to minimizing costs. 

For example, if you identify some highly valuable customers, you may wa
them a higher service level to impro

increase customer satisfaction, revenue, and profita
products. The whole business picture comes into play when you 
essentially, what is working and what is not. 

Historic Challenges with Profitability Analytics 
Of course, finance organizations already have their eye on profit, but in m
organizations analysis is done using spreadsheet models, where it is diffic
complex array of cost drivers that are required for effective use of ABC. 

A recent IDC survey, “The Value Proposition of Profita
indicates discontent among managers regarding their companies’ tools and 
methodologies for analyzing profit. The data they need either is not bein
more often, is not accessible or consumable in the way they need it to be. 
having a ton of data in the warehouse is not helpful if it is not being trans
form – namely, actionable information. As a result, much profitability an
a manual, ad hoc process rathe
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The Era of Multi-Dimensionality 
The ability to do multi-dimensional analysis takes ABC to a new level. Wit
dimensional tools you can not only analyze profitability by customer, produ
and other dimensions, but you can look at the intersections: product seg
customer type by brand, cost by supplier by product, or product by 
Taking the last case, if you see that fried pork rinds are selling well only
stores in the southeast sales region, you have information that is valuab
marketing department, your sales team

h multi-
ct, channel, 

ment by channel, 
channel by geography. 

 in convenience 
le to your 

, and your distributors, among others. So to the 
he information 

nology (On-Line 
d have been 

jor BPM players 
 offer an OLAP solution of some kind. Financial reporting systems that once were 

en combined with 
oved decision-

ate a P&L by 
 meaningful to 
omers are 

t on areas of 
he situation. In 

hed to a branch, 
 overall, as well as customer profitability by 

be provided to 
egment and 
te more profitably 

y putting 

Or consider the insurance industry. With powerful analysis tools, it is possible to look at 
nts, product lines, individual products, and brands. 

lanning and 
drive future performance towards 

ources where 

Trends in Activity Based Costing 
Let’s step back and put ABC into perspective in terms of the methods of cost allocation in 
use today. These methods can be categorized into three main types: 

Parameter-Driven or Percent Allocation – This is the more traditional method. It entails 
taking a total line item cost and allocating it out, generally based on some driver to set 
proportions. For example, marketing cost might be allocated to business units 

extent that you involve your suppliers and distributors in your planning, t
can have an impact throughout the value chain. 

Powerful multi-dimensional tools, sometimes referred to as OLAP tech
Analytical Processing), have been around for more than a decade now, an
constantly improving in terms of functionality and scalability. All the ma
now
limited to four or five dimensions now routinely incorporate 10 to 15. Wh
ABC, multi-dimensional analysis provides powerful capabilities for impr
making. 

The beauty of multi-dimensional analysis is that you can essentially gener
product, by customer, by sales channel, or by whatever dimensions are
your business. In any company, it is likely that some percentage of cust
unprofitable to the business. Multi-dimensional analysis shines a ligh
unprofitability. It then becomes a business decision as to how to address t
an environment like banking, for example, where customers are attac
there is a need to look at branch profitability
branch. For a bank with multi-dimensional analysis tools, templates can 
branches to allow them to analyze profitability by customer, customer s
product. The branches then are empowered to make decisions to opera
– for example, by improving retention of the most profitable customers or b
marketing efforts behind the most profitable products. 

profitability across business segme
Analysis of the business at this level of granularity then informs strategic p
budgeting – not to mention rolling forecasts – which can 
increased market share and profitability. The business is able to focus res
they will have an impact on the bottom line. 
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proportionally based on their revenue. A cost of sales figure might be allo
customer segment based on number of customers in the segment. Or perso
may be allocated based on employee assessments of how they divide up 
kind of top-down allocation will never reveal your excess capacity because
always report 100% utilization of their time.) Depending on the industry, ther
be time-capture data available for a given resource, such as on a manufa
production line. This 

cated to a 
nnel costs 

their time. (This 
 workers will 

e might also 
cturing 

top-down method is always the fallback position if better data such as 
e some costs that 

is the basic 
ts to the business 
mption of those 

easured and 
rate than 

cess capacity. 

Time-Driven ABC – This is a more recent trend in ABC, whereby time is included as a 
s. This can 

eting and 

analysis, in order to 
ks at costs and 

has been 

 capture 
operational 
 analyzed along 

 on. So if you 
fit of $8.55 per 

by your costing model, then it is contributing $855/hour. Then say you 
have Product X, which is lower margin, producing only $4.00 in profit per unit. However, 
Product X can be churned out at a rate of 500 units per hour, generating $2,000 in cash 
per hour. Product X is still lower margin, but has a higher profit velocity in terms of being 
able to generate cash flow. The analysis can get even more sophisticated if you are 
looking at multiple steps in a production process and calculating the profit velocity at the 
production bottleneck.  

 

bottom-up assignment is not available, and there will almost always b
are best handled this way. 

Standard Activity Based Costing (ABC) – As already discussed, this 
concept of attaching costs to resources and then allocating those cos
activities that actually consume the resources. ABC looks at the consu
activities by customer, product, etc., so that profitability of each can be m
therefore managed. This bottom-up approach is deemed to be more accu
standard top-down allocation. For one thing, it is more likely to find ex

driver and costs are looked at as a function of time-based usage of resource
provide richer data than standard ABC and allow for more accurate budg
forecasting by time period. 

Time-driven ABC reflects the continuing drive for more sophisticated 
better understand and manage a business. A time-driven approach loo
contribution per unit of time, such as revenue contribution per minute. This 
referred to as “throughput profitability” or “profit velocity.”   

A company may look at the profit margin for a product and may separately
production data. It is the marriage of these two – margin contribution and 
metrics – that produces profit velocity. The resulting measure can then be
any dimension such as customer, product, manufacturing plant, and so
produce 100 units of Product A per hour, and Product A yields a gross pro
unit as measured 
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Success Factors for Profitability Analysis
There are a number of factors that can help a company be successful in im
profitability analysis. In addition to these factors, 

 
plementing 

selection of the right tool is important and 

ortant to capture data that 
 capture and feed 

t. 

, but there 
se the call center 

ts data schema 
duct, and other 

 you granular data that will support 
detailed analysis. Absent that, you will need another method to account for the time spent 

them estimate 
survey method 

the prospect for profitability analysis. However, there may be times when the way data is 
packaged does not provide sufficient information for analysis. It could be argued that the 
subprime meltdown of 2008 was partly due to customer data (loan quality) being detached 
from the financial instruments, making it more difficult to analyze risk. There obviously are 
sound business reasons for ensuring data visibility other than profitability analysis. 

will be discussed in the next section. 

Better Modeling Requires Better Data 
To understand the true cost drivers of your business, it is imp
shows how resources are actually being used. The more data you can
into the analysis, the better job you can do at bottom-up cost assignmen

No company is going to have perfect knowledge of every event or process
should be some method in place to capture every resource cost. To u
example, if your call center captures call data in an automated way and if i
allows you to associate each call with a customer, customer segment, pro
dimensions that you want to track, then it will give

using call center resources, such as surveying call center staff and having 
the percent of time spent on a given product, for example. Obviously the 
will not be as precise or granular, but it is better than nothing. 

Another data quality issue concerns visibility of data. Where data visibility is good, there is 
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Success Story - Banking

Bank Gets a Handle on Its 
Customers 
A small but global com
looking to improve its p
reporting. It was taking tw
generate the reports need
management. By implem
robust p

t you to 
ct – 
given 
t the 
e “low- 

is 
dard, 
n areas 

mercial bank was 
rofitability 

o weeks to 
ed by 

enting a more 
rofitability reporting application, it 

ofit reports that 
rovided 

isys Midas for its 
s, the bank 

nsional analysis 
s and four other 
e reconciliation, 

ch night the 
ed, and stored in 

e. It is then loaded into 
the analysis tool, which provides a user-
friendly interface that allows account 

 reports and see the 
 information they need in a way 

them do their jobs 
effectively. 

naly
to 
a

 to
irec

impa
a 

ill ge
 th
n 

already significantly lower than the industry stan
g efforts o

is
ow t

s o
rule

at is n

h. For a
ctures, 
it. Every

ustom

ore than just a memo from the 

shift the thinking and incentives for your sales force to drive profit, not just revenue. 
pt for convenience or 

ned with the 

 findings and to 

The Company Has to Be Able to Act on the Information 
To take full advantage of your analysis, relevant information should be made available to 
managers and others who can impact cost. Data collection and reporting need to be fast 
in order to get timely information to both the front lines and back office. For this reason, 
delays caused by cumbersome manual processes or requirements for IT to generate 
reports can mean costly delays. 

was able to create daily pr
were available within hours and p
rich data on demand. 

While continuing to use M
core banking operation
implemented a multi-dime
tool to sit on top of Mida
source systems to provid
auditing, and reporting. Ea
data is extracted, cleans
a data warehous

 
o 
n 

s are 
eeded. 

 PAO 
culture 
one 
er 

officers to run
customer
that can help 

and focus need to be aligned to support 
needs to be on board: marketing, finance, c
service, sales, product development/manufacturing 
operations – everyone has an impact on margins 
(unless they work for free and produce nothing).   

This requires m

To best understand how to use profitability a
results to have a business impact, it is helpful 
industry benchmarks for costs and margins, ag
granular a level as possible. This enables you
how your company compares and can help d
areas where you are most likely to have an 
that is, if others can achieve a lower margin in 
area, you should be able to do it too. You w
most bang for your PAO buck if you can target
hanging fruit.” On the other hand, if your margi

sis 
have 
in at as 
 see 

you may want to focus your cost-savin
that may be more rewarding. 

The Company Needs to Be Aligned 
Underlying an ABC-oriented profitability analys
application are business rules dealing with h
attribute revenue and allocate cost. Consensu
these rules and buy-in on the fairness of the 
critical. This is the first area of alignment th

But a well-designed system is not enoug
effort to be successful, the company stru

CEO/CFO, although that is important too. Structures 
and incentives need to be aligned to support profitability. For example, you may need to 

Similarly, the office administrator who orders supplies may o
personal relationship with a vendor rather than cost, unless he or she is alig
goal of profitability. 

It may be necessary to redesign products or services to support your new
roll out the new or modified offerings. 
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Furthermore – and this goes to the heart of company culture – managers 
impact margins should be empowered to make decisions within a framew

and others who 
ork of company 

n, profit, etc. 

To be most responsive to profit optimization data, a company needs to provide employees 

opportunities 
amework 

 

The final item in that list, feedback, is important not just as part of employee performance 
appraisals, but in terms of ongoing evaluation and fine-tuning of the profitability 

ution 
are some of the key 

d in a technology solution:   

yields results and finds “hidden truths.” Should be able to generate a P&L by 
evant to the 

d source 
systems, such as PeopleSoft, SAP, IBM, Oracle, etc. 

IT infrastructure and make use of 

l level; therefore 
rmance. 

ze, etc, to make 
rge volumes of data manageable/understandable. 

e cost pool and drivers, 
ability to drill 
nse to a 

particular entity. 

• Auditable:  Any system needs to be auditable in order to meet compliance 
needs. 

• Secure:  Due to the sensitive nature of the data, security is critical. 

• Easy rule creation: Should provide the flexibility to assign business rules that 
match the behaviors in your business, and the rules should be easy to set up.  

priorities. These priorities, therefore, need to be clear – customer satisfactio

with: 

• Information on profit/margin 
• Priorities and goals to provide a decision fr
• Incentives aligned with profit initiatives
• Empowerment to make decisions to impact profitability 
• Feedback and guidance on profitability behaviors 

optimization process. 

 

Criteria for Selection of a Technology Sol
Based on the best practices in PAO that we have discussed, below 
attributes neede

• Multi-dimensional: This is a must in order to do the type of analysis that 

customer/product/channel or other dimensions that are rel
business. 

• Multi-platform: Needs to be able to integrate data from varie

• Compatible: Should work with existing 
currently available data and systems. 

• Scalable: Needs to handle large volumes, even transactiona
needs to handle many millions of rows of data with good perfo

• Manageable: Need the ability to filter, sort, search, categori
la

• Drillable: Should provide the ability to drill down to th
and ultimately to the transaction level. Should also provide the 
down and see the business rule that may be allocating an expe
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• Fast and easy reporting: Should provide the ability to get info
and be able to analyze it with minimal IT resources. Should ena
run daily profit report

rmation quickly 
ble users to 

s to keep up with changing conditions and see effects on 

ble extranet 

face and in terms 
ity. 

• stration 
imal IT 

 data and integrate 
nt systems, and so contribute to improving risk-adjusted 

kaged: If not totally turnkey, should at least provide the availability of 
ustry vertical templates. 

plus. 

g shareholder 
thodologies 

ls provides 
tion. 

, assigns costs to 
ging activities, ABC provides the data 

ith the added layer of 
nd see the 
s, and to also 

look at the intersection of these – for example, to see if there are products that are 
profitable only for certain customers or customer segments. 

Keys to successful PAO are good data, proper allocation of cost and revenue 
assignments, company alignment on the profit initiative and goals, empowerment of field 
decision makers to support profitability, and selection of the right technology solution. 

transaction profitability. 

• Extendable: Preferably has a zero footprint Web interface to ena
capability and extensibility throughout the value chain. 

• End-user oriented: Should be user-friendly in terms of inter
of providing users with what they need to impact profitabil

 Finance-friendly administration: Should have centralized admini
that can be done by finance department, and should require min
support for daily operation. 

• Risk-friendly: Should be able to make use of risk-adjusted
with risk manageme
return on capital (RAROC). 

• Pac
ind

• Workflow integrated: Availability of integrated workflow is a 

Conclusion 
Profitability analysis and optimization can have a huge impact on returnin
value and remaining competitive in the marketplace. The combination of me
such as activity based costing (ABC) with multi-dimensional analytical too
companies with powerful capabilities to find opportunities for profit optimiza

ABC, including newer sophisticated models such as time-driven ABC
activities. Since managing a business involves mana
needed to manage business activities in order to reduce costs. W
multi-dimensional analysis, it is possible to look deeply into the business a
profitability of individual customers, products, channels, or even transaction
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Appendix A 
Following is a breakout of the product costing example used in the text, comparing a traditional product costing approach with an activity 
based costing approach.  

 that the tra tional pr duct costing appro ch shows Product B with a . 

P&L   uct ng  
     

d od o l    Total 
ple

Traditional Product Costing Approach 
Note di o a  23.75% margin

   Prod Costi
    

 Pro  A Pr  B T ta Prod A Prod B
 Sim  mpCo lex    Simple Complex Average 

ce $4 7.20  e 0 6.00 $37.20 
ume 1,25  me 0 250 1250 

      
,0 1, 6,500  Unit Sale   .00 $37.20 

   
   

 - Raw Material $12, 00 $3 000 $ 5,000   - RM $12.00 $12.00 $12.00 
2 $4 6,250  bor*   08 $13.00 

 - Indirect Costs* $5 25 $1,750 ,075   - Indirect Costs* $5.3 $7.00 $5.66 
  

 COGS , $ $ 8,325  COGS / 6 5.07 $30.66 

Pri
Vol

$35.00  
0

6.00 
250 

$3 Pric
0 Volu

$35.0
100

  $4
 1,0 0  

   
Sales $35 00 $1 500 $4 Price $35.00 $46
      
Costs    Cost / Unit  

0 , 1   
 - Labor* $12, 31 ,019 $1  - La $12.23 $16.

,3 $7 3  
       
Total $29 556 8,769 3 Unit $29.5   $3
         
Gross Profit $5,444 $2,731 $8,175  Gross Profit $5.44  $10.93 $6.54 
         
Margin 15.55% 23.75% 17.58%  Margin 15.55% 23.75% 17.58% 
         
*  For simplicity, all Labor and Indirect Costs are assumed as indirect and allocated based on revenue contribution. 
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A
Note that the ABC approach shows Product B with a -3.26% margin. 

     ABC   
      
 A d   Total 
 le

ctivity Based Costing Approach 

P&L 
   

Prod Pro  B Total Prod A Prod B 
Simp  lexComp     Simple Complex Average 

P ce $35.0  $46. 0 $3 20  Price $35.00 $46.00 $37.20 
V  25 , 5   0 1250 
         
S $35,00 $11,5 0 $46, 00  t Sale Price $35.00 $46.00 $37.20 
      

  it    
 - 00 000 , 00  terial 0 $12.00 
 - 00 250 , 50  0 $13.00 
 - Indirect Costs $4,45 $2,6 5 $7, 75   - Indirect Costs** $4.45 $10.50 $5.66 
   sts** 0 12 , 75  pport Costs 0 $3.66 
   Other Indirect Costs** $2,00 $5 0 $2, 00     - Other Indirect C sts $2.00 $2.00 $2.00 
       
Total COGS $26,450 $11,8 5 $38, 25  COGS / Unit $26.45 $47.50 $30.66 

ri 0 0 7.
olume 1,000 0 1 2 0 Volume 1000 25

ales 0 0 5 Uni
   

Costs   Cost / Un
a Raw Material $12,0 $3,  $15 0  - Raw M $12.00 $12.0

 Labor** $10,0 $6,  $16 2  - Labor** $10.00 $25.0
0 2 0

- Support Co $2,45 $2, 5 $4 5    - Su $2.45 $8.5
- 0 0 5 o

  
7 3

         
G $8,175  Gross Profit $8.55 ($1.50) $6.54 ross Profit $8,550 -$375  
         
Margin 24.43% -3.26% 17.58%  Margin 24.43% -3.26% 17.58% 
         
**  All Labor and Indirect Costs are allocated based on ABC.      
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